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RAB 1.1: I am grateful for the opportunity to take this class and further my knowledge of business and 

entrepreneurship. I first realized my passion for the field during the winter of my sophomore year when six of 

my classmates and I created a soap company to raise funds for kids struggling with mental illnesses. I loved the 

creativity and process of marketing and creating our company, Recharge Soaps. Ever since that winter, I have 

been interested in pursuing a future in business and hopefully learning the skills to run a business that extends 

further than just my school. In the spring, I took the initiative to try and create a business out of my passion for 

photography. My idea is to use the money I make from photoshoots to support children in poverty struggling 

with cleft lip.  So far, I have gotten numerous casual portrait clients, a couple of clients for senior portraits, and 

one event photography client. I hope to acquire the skills to turn Smiles for Smiles, my company, into a real 

business that extends to clients outside my network of friends and community. In addition, I have experience 

with team building and marketing through some workshops I did last summer, however I don’t have any 

knowledge on the financial aspect of business. I hope to learn more about this as well as strategies for when a 

company is failing. After reading the definition for entrepreneur and innovator, I identify more as an innovator. 

I think one of my best qualities in my creativity and ability to introduce something new or different. I value my 

capability to think outside of the box when working on group projects or assignments. From this course, I hope 

to develop skills that help me fit into the category of an entrepreneur as well as innovator.  To accomplish this, 

I definitely want to focus on being comfortable with taking risks.  From this course, I hope to continue learning 

more about myself and learn business skills that I can use in my future.  

RAB 1.2: Priyanka Tomar is a rising junior at Miss. Porter’s School in Farmington, CT. She is expected to 

graduate in June of 2019. Priyanka is a dedicated student who is heavily involved in her community. She 

strives to excel academically, and has been awarded with the Sarah Porter Honor Roll award for her academic 

achievements. She is also very involved her community. Priyanka is a part of the field hockey, swimming, and 

track and field teams at her high school. She helped her swim team place third in the 2017 New England Prep 

School Division II Championships. This past year, she was also chosen to be a part of Mimi’s Circle, a highly 

selective sophomore leadership group that is focused on supporting the mental, physical, and emotional 

wellness in the school community.  For her junior year, she has been elected to become the head of Concordia, 

the community service club at her school, and financial head of Red Zone, a club focused on educating the 

community about sexual assault. In addition, Priyanka is a member of the Free the Children Club, a club that 

organizes fundraisers to support the Free the Children Charity. Priyanka brings her passion for her community 

into her developing business career. In 2016, Priyanka created a soap company with her classmates, and raised 

over $700 for children struggling with mental illnesses. She is also currently working on creating a business 

that uses her passions for photography to help kids in poverty with cleft lip. 

RAB 1.3: (on the next page)  
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RAB 1.4: Yes, I Priyanka Tomar allow my Make a Difference Portfolio to be used as an exemplar 7/2/17 

RAB 1.5: To have a balanced life, I believe one must put an equal amount of emphasis on: resilience, 

maintaining a strong work ethic, being open to challenges, maintaining the ability to work with people and build 

relationships, being open to learning new things, and spending time with family and friends. The first four 
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elements are related to progress in terms of career. I believe it is important to be resilient and hardworking to 

reach success. I will be mindful of both of these by setting goals and then setting reminders on my phone so I 

am constantly reminded of these goals. This way I will stay motivated and work hard to meet them. I will also 

progress towards being open to challenges by promising myself not to stop when things get hard. I will push 

myself to step outside my comfort zone and take things I perceive to be challenging one step at a time so they 

are not as daunting. In terms of building relationships, I will take full advantage of all my opportunities to 

network and build new connections everywhere I go. The last two elements are related to self-improvement and 

wellness. I think it’s important to find a balance between spending time with friends and family and doing work. 

I will be mindful that I am not spending too much time on either of these. Lastly, I think it is important to take 

all opportunities to learn, both for self-improvement and enjoyment. I will be open minded to all educational 

opportunities, in whatever form they may come in. As I move forward with my journey, I will be mindful of 

these six elements and how I can find a better balance between all of them.  

 

RAB 1.6: To achieve my goals, I need people in my network who push me to be my best, support me when I 

am overwhelmed, and are always there for me no matter what. Currently, my mom plays the role of pushing me 

and never letting me settle for anything less than my very best. To expand my network, I would bring in Katie 

Riccobon, the head swim coach at my school. At the pool, Katie is the kind of person to whom “losing is never 

an option”, she takes no excuses and expects the best from her swimmers every day. I want to build a stronger 

relationship with Katie outside the pool so that she can push me with the same tough love she uses as a coach in 

my academic life. In terms of supporting me, I currently have Sara Patterson, my school advisor.  She supports 

me through every decision I make and is there for me through all challenges I face in my classes. To expand my 

network, I would add Liz Schmitt, the chief enrollment officer at my school to fulfill this position.  I have 

briefly interacted with her during my role as a tour guide last year, and will be working with her more regularly 

next year on the student life committee. She is always a friendly face in the hallways, and from our short 

conversations, she has always been sweet and knows what to say to be supportive. I want to build a stronger 

connection with Liz next year so she can be part of my network. Lastly, I currently have my dad as the person 

who is there for me no matter what. I would have Amanda Kice, my school’s wellness counselor take this 

position. I worked with her last year when I was part of the club Mimi’s Circle. She has always been kind and I 

know she is the type of person I can go to whenever I need anything. I want to work on building a more 

personal connection with Amanda next year so she can also be a part of my network of supporters. By adding 

these three people to my network, I think I will be set up for success in my present and in my future.  

 

Contact Information I found through triangulation:  

Katie Riccobon  

Email: katie_riccobon@missporter.org 

Phone number: 860-409-3711 

Liz Schmitt 

Email: liz_schmitt@missporters.org 

Phone number:860-409-3689  

Amanda Kice  

Email: Amanda_kice@missporters.org 

Phone number: 860-409-3689 

 

RAB 1.7: The state I would choose to launch my business would be Iowa. While this choice may sound 

unusual, I have a couple of reasons why. First, the opportunity share of new entrepreneurs in Iowa is 92.5 

mailto:katie_riccobon@missporter.org
mailto:liz_schmitt@missporters.org
mailto:Amanda_kice@missporters.org
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percent, meaning 9 out of 10 people create a startup based upon opportunity and not necessity. In addition, the 

rate of new entrepreneurs is only 200 per 100,000 adults, which means there is a lot of opportunity in Iowa, but 

only a few people take advantage of it making it less competitive than other states. For example, compared to 

Tennessee where the rate of new entrepreneurs is 88.7%, businesses opened in Iowa would not have a lot of 

other businesses in the area to compete with. In addition, I grew up in Iowa and spent 9 years of my life living 

in the small town of Ames. I would love to go back and start my family in my childhood hometown.  

After reading the Kauffman Foundation Startup Index, there are three major values I took away. First, I 

never realized the ideal of starting a business based on opportunity versus based on necessity. I have never 

thought about this concept before and find it interesting to look at some of the famous companies I know and 

think about whether they were created because of opportunity or necessity; some companies fall under the 

category of both.  

I also never took into account that the state where an entrepreneur decides to start their business is 

significant. The Kauffman Index shared information about how certain states have more startups than others 

due to elements such as the rate of new entrepreneurs, rate of opportunity, and whether the state is considered a 

large state or a small state. According to Kauffman, California and Texas were ranked number one and two for 

their startups.  

Lastly, I found it very interesting that the four states I have lived in, which are Massachusetts, Iowa, 

Wisconsin, and Connecticut are all ranked very low in terms of startup activity. This means I have never truly 

experienced what it feels like to be in state where startups are prominent. Since I have not had the opportunity 

to experience it firsthand, I want to take an opportunity I have if I am ever in California or New York city to 

look around and see how the startup activity makes the state different. 

 

RAB 1.8:  My three themes from the activity are: taking risks and trying new things, community service, and 

motivation. I think community service is apparent in my resume since I intentionally centered the resume 

around my business experiences and how they are related to community service since this resume was written 

for a business class. However, I don’t think motivation and risk taking are as apparent. I included taking risks 

and trying new things as one of my themes because I found it to describe 3 of my accomplishments; throughout 

my time at my high school, I have tried 3 new sports, I take the initiative to build new relationships, and I took 

risks with Recharge Soaps and Smiles for Smiles, my two work-in-progress “companies”. I included 

information about the two companies on my resume, but I was not able to showcase how I took risks and tried 

new things in other ways such as trying new sports or taking new classes. Lastly, for the same reason, I don’t 

think motivation and balance are apparent on my resume either. I didn’t include any of my extracurricular 

activities such as sports or clubs since I didn’t have space to include anything unrelated to business. The reader 

of my resume would not be able to recognize the hard work I put in to balancing schoolwork with things outside 

of school. If I write a resume less focused on my business experiences, I will do a better job of including my 

three themes since they accurately describe who I am as a person.  

 

RAB 1.9: The Cognition World approach describes how I learn best out of all four approaches since it stresses 

the importance of thinking and doing. From school, I have learned that the best way I am able to retain 

information is by being forced to analyze material and draw conclusions. The Cognition world approach 

supports this: “The cognition... recognizes the importance of the mind and the dynamic approach to learning 

how to think entrepreneurially” (Neck & Greene, 2011, p. 60). The Cognition approach stresses the importance 

of practicing how to think like an entrepreneur, and being forced to think helps me learn best. In addition, the 

central question to the Cognition World approach is “how do people think entrepreneurially”. Answering a 

question like this would require me to think critically and analyze the material I am given. In addition to 

thinking, I also learn by doing. The Cognition approach focuses on using simulations and case studies which 

provide hands on experience. The Cognition approach also stresses the importance of team as well as individual 
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entrepreneur. This is perfect for me because I learn best by finding a balance of sometimes working with a team 

and sometimes working by myself. The Cognition Approach is perfect for me since it embodies two main 

elements of my learning style.  
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